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1 Introduction

Machine Translation (MT) is very present in
our daily lives. We use it to access informa-
tion in other languages on the Internet or to
figure out how to say something in languages
we do not master for interaction and com-
munication purposes. We are frequent users
of the most popular online translation servi-
ces (e.g., Google Translate, Bing, or DeepL)
and we are also used to consuming the MT
services provided by social networks (e.g., Fa-
cebook or Twitter), which allow us to access
the published information in our preferred
language. MT is present even in telecommu-
nication applications like Skype, which offers
video chats with real-time speech-to-speech
translation services. This extended use of MT
technology makes us familiarized with its ad-
vantages and drawbacks.

Although current MT systems have achie-
ved good translation quality, even compa-

rable with human translation quality in so-
me cases (Wu et al., 2016; Hassan et al.,
2018), they still hold a known limitation: they
work at sentence level. MT systems transla-
te a document sentence by sentence, taking
into account a short context and ignoring
document-level information. For all kinds of
systems, ignoring extra-sentential informa-
tion is required due to performance concerns
and to the difficulty of properly represen-
ting long-distance dependencies. Statistical
Machine Translation (SMT) systems (Koehn
et al., 2007) rely on local n-gram informa-
tion, and for Neural Machine Translation
(NMT) systems (Bahdanau, Cho, and Ben-
gio, 2015; Vaswani et al., 2017) it is still an
open problem how to represent long sequen-
ces of words with fixed-length vectors. Thus,
state-of-the-art systems perform translation
assuming that every sentence can be transla-
ted in an isolated way.
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However, texts contain relationships
among words that hold their coherence,
cohesion, and consistency across senten-
ces (Dijk, 1977; Sanders and Pander Maat,
2006).We consider that a good translation
should reflect and maintain these qualities
at the same degree as they appear in the
source text. This is the motivation for our
work, which explores techniques to improve
the coherence and cohesion levels of the
translations generated by state-of-the-art
MT systems. Some of the typical mistakes
of current MT systems can be linked to the
lack of contextual coherence present in the
followed translation approaches. We take
as inspiration how human translators can
resolve these phenomena naturally, by using
the entire document’s context information.

As an example to illustrate this phenome-
non, consider using an MT system to trans-
late a news item in English about a claim
process in some office. The word “desk” can
appear several times and it can be transla-
ted into Spanish as “mostrador”, “ventani-
lla”, “escritorio”, or “mesa”. These Spanish
words are not synonyms. Where “mostrador”
and “ventanilla” can both be a counter whe-
re a service is offered, “mesa” and “escrito-
rio” refer to a piece of furniture. So, “desk”
is a word with ambiguous translation into
Spanish. Within the context of our exam-
ple, “mesa” and “escritorio” are not correct
translations for “desk”. We address this as a
contextual coherence problem. Our work aim
is to use inter-sentence context to help the
system choose a more adequate translation
without any knowledge from the domain.

Another typical issue is word agree-
ment across translation segments. Coreferen-
ce chains confer cohesion to a document, and
it is desirable to see this property projected
into the produced translations. Unfortuna-
tely, this is a property that is typically dif-
ficult to maintain for MT systems. Also, gen-
der and number agreement between words
is sometimes challenging for current MT ap-
proaches. For example, consider the following
set of sentences in a source document in En-
glish: “She studied civil engineering. [. . . ] The
civil engineer was the youngest in the com-
pany.” These sentences can be translated into
Spanish as “Ella estudió ingenieŕıa civil. [. . . ]
El ingeniero era el más joven de la empresa.”
This translation is correct in Spanish if we
look at it sentence by sentence.However, it is

incorrect if we consider it in its entirety as
part of the same document, since there is no
gender agreement between the translations of
“the engineer” and “she”. Taking document
context into account, the correct translation
would be “Ella estudió ingenieŕıa civil. [. . . ]
La ingeniera era la más joven de la empresa.”

Our work is motivated by the idea that ex-
ploiting discourse information would help to
improve the quality of the resulting machine
translations at document level. All the tech-
niques we explore in this thesis attempt to
find the best way to exploit such kind of infor-
mation within the current MT frameworks.

2 Research Goals

The general goal of the thesis’ work is to
improve MT quality by exploring the use of
document-level information at different steps
of the translation process in order to fix or
prevent some of the errors made by sentence-
level MT systems. The main goal is to impro-
ve machine translation coherence and cohe-
sion by leveraging the information given by
the relations of the words along a document.

We define a research strategy with the fo-
llowing steps:

1. Analyzing translation errors related to
document-level phenomena and desig-
ning simple methods to tackle them. A
first step towards improving document-
level machine translation is to identify
those phenomena that confer coheren-
ce and cohesion to documents and are
susceptible to be lost in the MT pro-
cess. Before solving such mistakes during
the MT process, it is interesting to im-
plement a set of simple post-processing
techniques and evaluate their impact.

2. Capturing the semantic information of a
document in a useful manner to aid the
MT decoding process. Leveraging a do-
cument’s semantic context should help
improve the coherence and cohesion le-
vels of its translation. It is necessary
to explore ways to introduce contextual
semantic information into the MT pro-
cess. Our final intention is to extend a
document-oriented decoder to incorpora-
te document context semantics.

3. Enhancing an NMT framework using
context-aware techniques. To finalize,
one of our goals is to integrate the ex-
plored ideas into the NMT paradigm.
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3 Thesis Overview

The thesis is organized in 7 chapters, followed
by an appendix.

Chapter 1 introduces and motivates the
work, highlighting the importance of using
the context information to improve transla-
tionś quality. Chapter 2 revisits the state-of-
the-art of the MT research area, focusing on
the main technologies of the SMT and NMT
paradigms, both at sentence and document
level. Chapters 3 to 6 present our results.

In Chapter 3, we analyze some of the
translation errors related to document-level
phenomena and present a set of post-
processing strategies to handle them.

Chapter 4 describes how to use word em-
beddings for decoding. First, we study the
applicability of word embeddings to enhance
the MT process. Then, we explain a method
to enhance a document-oriented SMT deco-
der with word embeddings working as Se-
mantic Space Language Models.

Next, Chapter 5 describes our extension of
a document-oriented SMT decoder to handle
the phenomenon of lexical choice consistency.
We present a new feature function that gui-
des the decoder towards more lexically con-
sistent translation candidates, as well as a
new strategy to shortcut the exploration of
the search space.

Chapter 6 presents our approach to extend
the NMT decoding process to take into ac-
count contextual semantics. In particular, we
extend the beam search decoding algorithm
by fusing the discourse information captured
by the models described in Chapter 4 to work
in tandem with the NMT model.

Finally, Chapter 7 draws the conclusions
and describes possible avenues of future work.

Additionally, Appendix A describes a new
document-level decoding strategy based on a
swarm optimization algorithm, integrated in-
to the decoder used in Chapter 4 and 5 as an
alternative to its default hill climbing.

4 Main Contributions

The set of contributions is as follows:

• Analysis of translation errors related to
document-level phenomena and the de-
velopment of a set of simple, yet effec-
tive, post-processing techniques to hand-
le them. Since the particular document-
level phenomena they handle are sparse,
we need a manual evaluation to assess

their effectiveness because the automatic
evaluation metrics do not capture their
improvements. These findings were pu-
blished as a technical report (Mart́ınez
Garcia, España-Bonet, and Màrquez,
2014b) and presented in the SEPLN2014
conference (Mart́ınez Garcia, España-
Bonet, and Màrquez, 2014a).

• Demonstrating that bilingual word em-
beddings are capable of modeling seman-
tic relations that help the SMT process.
We observe that the quality of the trans-
lation and alignments previous to buil-
ding the semantic models are crucial for
the final performance of the embeddings.
Word embeddings prove to be helpful
in the task of lexical substitution for
words that are ambiguously translated
within a document. This work resulted
in a publication in the SSST-8 conferen-
ce (Mart́ınez Garcia et al., 2014).

• Showing that the introduction of bilin-
gual word embeddings guides document-
oriented SMT decoders towards mo-
re coherent and cohesive translations.
Although we only observe a slight im-
provement in the results of automatic
evaluation metrics, the improvement is
consistent among metrics and is larger
as we introduce more semantic infor-
mation, getting the best results when
using the models with bilingual informa-
tion. This approach was presented in the
EAMT2015 conference (Mart́ınez Gar-
cia, España-Bonet, and Màrquez, 2015).

• Designing new strategies that guide
document-oriented decoders through the
translation search space towards more
consistent, coherent, and cohesive trans-
lations, focusing on maintaining lexi-
cal consistency. Our strategies based on
word embeddings aid the decoder to as-
sess the compatibility of the possible
translations for ambiguous words with
their context. This extension led to par-
ticipating in the EAMT2017 conferen-
ce (Mart́ınez Garcia et al., 2017).

• Enhancing the NMT decoding algorithm
to include contextual semantics captu-
red by a language model based on word
embeddings. We show how the semantic
language models can help NMT systems
to produce better translations. Our ap-
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proach does not need to modify the trai-
ning process, so we do not need to increa-
se the training time or document-level
annotated data. This work was presen-
ted in the DiscoMT2019 (Mart́ınez Gar-
cia, Creus, and España-Bonet, 2019).
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